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PART—I

I.

Write a letter to the Editor of a newspaper against eveteasing.
OR
Write a letter to your pen-friend describing environment
related activities in your country.
10

II.

Given below are some facts throwing light on why everybody
has a different smell. Using this information write a dialogue
between Tania and her doctor where the doctor answers
Tania’s queries on the same.
Police dogs can identify criminals on the basis of the smell
of their bodies. This clearly proves that each one of us has
a special kind of body smell. On the basis of certain experiments
it has been established that twins, too, have slightly different
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smell and dogs with some special training can identity between
the twins. But why does everyone have a particular smell?
It is believed that the smell arising out of an individual’s
body depends upto some extent on an oily liquid secreted
by certain sweat glands in the body. But the scent is mainly
the product of bacteria that feed on sweat. When a child
is born, he picks up many bacteria from the mother as well
as from the nurses and doctors who touch him. Their number
increases as the child comes to further contact with others.
The number of bacteria on the skin is more in the moist
region and less on the dry region of the skin.
Within a few days of birth, many different kinds of bacteria
settle down permanently only our skin. The types of bacteria
may differ from person to person and these produce different
types of odour in different persons. Which is why, different
persons have different smell.
10
III.

Develop the story on the basis of the following :
A businessman advertised for a post of trainee .......... selected
a man with no recommendation .......... a friend ..........
why he selected .......... replied .......... boy was careful,
kind, thoughtful, polite, neat and tidy .......... letters of
recommendation.
OR
Clear pool .......... stag drinking water .......... admires his
horns.......... despises his weak and ugly leg .......... hunter
and hounds .......... stag flees .......... horns caught in tree
.......... stag pulled out by the hounds .......... his dying
thoughts.
10
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IV.

Write a short passage on any one of the following :
(i)

Drug addiction.

(ii) Books as companions.
(iii) Youth in nation building.
(iv) Communal harmony.

10

PART—II
V.

Attempt any 15 sentences :
Complete the sentences by putting in the verbs. Use the
present simple. You have to decide if the verb is positive or
negative :
(i)

My friend is finding life in Paris difficult. He ..........
(speak) French.

(ii) No breakfast for Marks, thanks. He .......... (eat)
breakfast.
(iii) My sports kit is really muddy. This shirt .......... (need)
a good wash.
Compete the second sentence so that in follows on from
the first. Use the present perfect :
(iv) The door is open. Someone .......... the door.
(v) United Club are the winners. United Club .......... the
game.
(vi) I am still working on the computer. I .......... with the
computer yet.
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Write the sentences using the future form of the word. Use
the word in brackets :
(vii) Warn your passenger about the car cashing. (going)
(viii) Give your prediction of probably fall in prices. (probably)
(ix) Express the idea that you and Judy have arranged a
game of tennis for tomorrow. (playing)
What would you say? Use do, does or did :
(x) Say that you finished the crossword today. Actually
..............................................................................
(xi) Admit that this place depresses you. You know
..............................................................................
(xii) Explain to your teacher that you find the work difficult.
I’m afraid .............................................................
Frame the questions with what, where, when, who, how:
(xiii) Your friend is having a party. You’d like to know who
he has invited. Ask him .........................................
(xiv) Your favourite band are ting to give a concert. Ask
how you can get tickets ........................................
(xv) You are in town with a friend, and you are wondering
where the two of you are going to have lunch. What
do you ask ............................................................
Put the missing word :
(xvi) The new building looks awful. ~I agree. It .............
look very nice.
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(xvii) How .......... is it to the station? ~About half a mile.
(xviii) I feel a bit cold actually. ~Yes .......... do I.
VI.

15

Attempt any 15 sentences :
Each of these sentences has a mistake in it. Write the
correct sentence :
(i)

Can you lend me some pen to write this cheque.

(ii) We can’t sit here because grass is wet.
(iii) I just want to go into this shoes shop.
Decide which word or words are correct :
(iv) .......... is my favourite sport.
(a) Golf (b) a Golf (c) the Golf
(v) We had .............. time at the disco yesterday.
(a) really nice (b) a really nice (c) really a nice
(vi) We can finish the rest of the bread for ..........
(a) breakfast (b) a breakfast (c) the breakfast
(vii) Peter has two brothers, but he doesn’t speak to ..........
of them.
(a) both (b) any (c) either (d) neither
(viii) .......... has left a bicycle outside.
(a) Anyone (b) Anything (c) Someone (d) Something
(ix) I like the pictures here. ~Yes, so do I.
(a) that (b) these (c) this (d) those
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Write a second sentence so that it has similar meaning to
the first. Use the word in brackets :
(x) I’ve lived here more that half my life. (most)
(xi) All the hotels were full. (every)
(xii) The house on the corner is bigger than our house.
(ours)
Use the pronoun instead of the words in brackets :
(xiii) My flat is the .......... (flat) at the top.
(xiv) The phone rang .......... (the caller) was Alex.
(xv) There was .......... (a thing) worrying me.
Each of these sentences has a mistake in it. Write the
correct sentence :
(xvi) If you’re buying a loaf, get a nice fresh.
(xvii) Everyone enjoyed himself at the barbecue.
(xviii) I’m afraid I haven’t done something all day.

——————
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